The leading innovator of
liquid color technology to
the plastics industry
focused on economical
solutions, sustainability,
and local service.
www.riverdaleglobal.com

Our ComputerizedColorTM solutions
automate how we make, meter,
and maintain color that result in
the most economical and
sustainable way to color plastics.
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MAKE

Did You Know...

YOU CAN REDUCE
PROCESS ENERGY
COST IN THREE
DIFFERENT WAYS

1
2
3

LOWER EXTRUSION
TORQUE AND AMP LOAD
LOWER HEAT PROFILE
LOWER COOLING
DEMAND

Liquid color produces fully
developed color with less
pigment than concentrate. Final
dispersion is more complete,
achieving full color strength
with less pigment (often 30%
less than concentrate).
The better dispersion of liquid color
requires less color in a plastic part
giving recyclers an easier time to
provide the industry with more post
consumer material to replace virgin.

Liquid weighs
less, which reduces
transportation costs.
We offer a proprietary
blend of natural carrier
systems.

Our goal is to use the
least amount of color
possible while achieving
customer’s desired effect
for greater product
sustainability.
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METER

Overall energy savings
as high as 16% have
been documented.
We make color in
customer containers to
minimize waste every
step of the way.

Gravimetric control is the only
proven way to assure metering
accuracy, reduce color usage,
and lower your cost of coloring.
Volumetric metering systems often
over-dispense expensive color. Losses
can be substantial.
To ensure the accuracy required,
Riverdale Global provides, as standard,
its proprietary gravimetric metering
system, manufactured exclusively for
Riverdale by Maguire Products.

The first complete
l Sealed
Delivery System™ for color
and additives is clean,
efficient, and easy to use.

Pump in a Drum® technology
limits air pressure so the tube
will not blow off as it would with
a peristaltic pump.
All components remain sealed and clean.
Customers or environmental debris never
touch the color. There is no need to own or
maintain pumps, which saves capital
equipment and maintenance costs.
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GlobalTrackerTM provides
real-time data to track color
matches, orders, and material
usage with full accountability
and traceability of every
component. Our system
eliminates waste with precise
inventory tracking.
Local satellites provide support for
color matching, emergencies, and
frequent deliveries to keep proper
inventory levels.

EQUIPMENT WE MONITOR
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We took our 50 plus
years of experience
and technology
innovation to develop a
ground breaking color
management system.
#ComputerizedColor

Containers NO LONGER
go to your local landfill,
helping you achieve your
goal of ZERO WASTE.

RETURN FOR REFILLTM
Riverdale provides RETURN for REFILL
service for empty containers when an
order is placed for the same color. Color
remaining in an "empty" container is
returned to you with each refill so you
use 100% of your color.
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Riverdale Global HQ
Single Source
Pigment Distribution

Local Delivery

Riverdale Global
Satellite Facility

Global
Local

Your Facility

NO LANDFILL

Return For Refill

Riverdale Global's +GlobalPlus™ sealed additives economically add
performance, protection and sustainability to your product.

To Find Out More About Our Additives Visit
www.riverdaleglobal.com

